Handprint Doodle Art

Feeling Bored or stressed? Or simply looking for something to do but do not want to go outside to the heat? This doodle art can be a soothing and relaxing art activity for all ages. Why not create an eye catching doodle artwork using your own handprint as the base of the creation.

**Materials:**

- Two pieces of construction paper (pick your two favorite colors)
- Scissors
- Glue
- Black Marker

**Instructions:**

1. Start off by selecting one piece of construction paper and tracing your hand over it.

2. Cut out the tracing of your handprint.

3. Glue your handprint cut out to the second pieces of construction paper.

4. Next, draw a rough grid of wavy lines across the page creating segments.
5. Trace around the edge of the handprint so it has an outline. (The black line creates the shapes to doodle inside.)

6. In each section, draw a different pattern.

Once you have completed filling in each section of your handprint doodle art, you are all done to hang up your artwork with pride!!!!!